
 




 














The summary: 
The role which is played the physical education and sports makes it the most important support areas to 

enhance the aspect of the disabled in society , through helping them to regain their blance , as well as raising 
their morale. In addition to that ,it promotes their self confidence and realizes a better connection with their 
surrounding community. 

We have dealt in this research with the impact of the proposed training program to enhance some of the 
physical attributes such as education «Locomotor Mobility » and balance,reaction speed to the young blind. 

This study yielded the following results : 

The practice of physical education and sports has a positive impact on improving certain physical 
attributes (Mobility ) motor balance and reaction speedOn the visually disabled ( blind young school Taha 
Hussein ) 

Since there are significant differences show that the proposed training program influenced on the 
learning improvement (Mobility) motor balance and reaction speed to the young blind
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